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Circulation, Exchange, and the Penal Press
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ABSTRACT: In the mid-twentieth century, newspapers were published at 
nearly every prison in North America. These papers were written, edited, il-
lustrated, and printed by imprisoned staffs, and they were exchanged between 
editors for journalistic peer review through a network they called the Penal 
Press. This article describes the methods of production, reception, and most of 
all distribution of these Penal Press papers, focusing on the practice of trading 
prison papers across great distances between readers at faraway institutions. 
It insists that to properly understand the Penal Press, its periodicals must be 
studied as a collection. The necessity of understanding the Penal Press in this 
way, however, is circumscribed by the fact that these papers have had no cen-
tral depository and are scattered in numerous archives across the continent. As 
Reveal Digital’s newly launched American Prison Newspapers database con-
tinues to add digitized versions of prison periodicals to its online collection, 
there is greater hope that a fuller history of the Penal Press will be possible.
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Imprisoned authors in North America have written, curated, and circulated writ-
ings in newspaper, newsletter, or zine format since the nineteenth century. During 
a window of time in the mid-twentieth century, this practice developed into a 
unique interprison franchise in which prison journalists could exchange their pa-
pers with peers at other institutions. The exchange of prison publications allowed 
imprisoned journalists to read, cite, republish, and plagiarize each other’s stories, 
forming a rich dialogue far beyond the boundaries of a single carceral site. Jour-
nalists writing for the Candle at Wisconsin State Prison, for instance, read and 
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FIGURE 1. Telescope (Kingston Penitentiary, On-
tario), April 1953, W. D. Jordan Rare Books and 
Special Collections, Douglas Library, Queen’s 
University, Kingston, ON

FIGURE 2. Candle (Wisconsin State Prison), Jan-
uary 1939, Wisconsin Historical Society, Madi-
son, WI
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FIGURE 3. Pa‘ahao Press (O‘ahu Prison, Hawai‘i), 
June 1940, Hawai‘i State Library, Honolulu, HI

FIGURE 4. Periscope (United States Penitentiary 
in Lewisburg, Pennsylvania), Winter 1952, Indi-
ana State Library, Indianapolis, IN
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commented on articles published in the Periscope (Florida State Prison), Shadows 
(Oregon State Penitentiary), and New Era (United States Penitentiary in Leaven-
worth, Kansas).1 These papers circulated widely in their time, and today they serve 
as a valuable resource for periodical studies scholars and historians of imprison-
ment, reminding researchers that imprisoned people have long been capable and 
inventive authors of their own lives.

In his 1967 study of the “Penal Press,” as it was called, Russell N. Baird found 
that over half of all prisons and reformatories in the United States hosted news-
papers published by prisoners and concluded that 65.5% of prisoners were able 
to read publications from their own institutions.2 He reported that the circulation 
of Penal Press papers was approximately 240,036, with 80,416 of these delivered 
to non-imprisoned readers.3 The Ohio Penitentiary News (Ohio State Penitentiary) 
boasted in 1955 that the Penal Press had at that time reached a circulation of one 
million readers across its approximately two hundred titles, adding, “Each one 
speaks for the prison inmate and occasionally for the administration.”4

An extraordinary period of prison publishing existed from the 1930s to 1960s. 
Although periodicals were published in North American prisons before and after 
this period and although print histories vary greatly depending on region and 
institution, prison periodicals in these decades were generally characterized by 
two distinctive features. First, prison periodicals received state and administrative 
sanction, in contrast to later generations of radical pamphlets, newsletters, and 
zines that freely criticized the violence of the state and its coercive influence on 
prisoners’ lives. Although a number of Penal Press publications generated funds 
through subscriptions and advertising, as I explain below, others relied almost 
exclusively on the financial support and technological access to print machinery 
provided by their institutions. Partly as a result of this administrative approval, 
a second characteristic of the midcentury Penal Press was the circulation of its 
many papers between different institutions. Prior to the rapid and devastating 
expansion of the carceral state in the postwar and post-Civil Rights eras through 
consensus between liberal and conservative forces, the Penal Press facilitated in-
terprison communication in a form unimaginable today.5

The imprisoned staffs who wrote, edited, illustrated, and printed these papers 
took great pride in the professionalism of their operations. Despite the fact that ed-
itors traded their papers by mail rather than receiving news by electric telegraph, 
the Penal Press was sometimes imagined as a wire service that spread news across 
an archipelago of otherwise isolated institutions. Editors used the moniker Penal 
Press to mimic wire services such as the Associated Press, and the abbreviation 
PP was often used when reprinting news from another Penal Press affiliate, just 
as one would use the abbreviation AP when reprinting articles or photos from the 
Associated Press. Many of these publications funded their operations through a 
hybrid model of state funding and subscription fees that charged outside readers 
for the monthly or weekly papers. Funding also sometimes came in the form of 
local business advertising, such as the Carson City and Reno businesses that ad-
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vertised in Nevada State Prison’s monthly Rainbow. Boasting the success of their 
publication, Rainbow writers suggested it would “be a good investment” for other 
companies “to present their wares in our pages while the opportunity exists.”6

Although there was substantial variation, a typical Penal Press publication 
could include an editorial, national and international news items, short fiction, col-
umns reprinted from other Penal Press papers, wardens’ and chaplains’ columns, 
sports pages, humor columns, quizzes, crossword puzzles, poetry, and cartoons. 
Editorials were written by a newspaper’s imprisoned editor and often covered top-
ics related to prison management or reform, such as parole reform or juvenile jus-
tice. Another common topic for Penal Press editorials was justifying the existence 
of prison journalism itself, characterizing it as a useful component of prisoners’ 
rehabilitation programs. News sections were diverse in their scope and could draw 
attention to either local or international news. Common themes of Penal Press 
news sections included updates in the administrative policies of other prisons as 
well as changes in state or national laws governing imprisonment.

Penal Press publications circulated beyond the walls of individual institutions 
and were traded between editors at distant prisons. This vast circulation of printed 
matter through the Penal Press allowed for a dissemination of news between dis-
parate locations, allowing imprisoned journalists to create communion with other 
imprisoned people thousands of miles away. In addition to being traded through 
the mail, they were routinely passed around secondhand between prisoners in a 
single institution. Although prisoners’ families were often able to receive Penal 
Press publications, there were also exceptions to this rule. Inside World (Mississip-
pi State Penitentiary) announced in 1951 that it would not be able to send copies 
of their paper to individuals outside of prisons because their mimeographs could 
not accommodate the high demand, but editors consoled their imprisoned read-
ers, “We are glad to say that we are putting out enough copies so that each and 
every one of you will have the opportunity to read it yourself.”7 News articles 
and editorials originating in the Penal Press made manifest a strikingly different 
temporality than the news agencies they parodied, which relied on telegraphic 
services to receive information quickly and efficiently. Meanwhile, the Penal Press 
relied on the postal service to receive word from editors at other institutions, which 
sometimes created delays of weeks or months.

While Penal Press publications are indispensable to the historical study of 
prisons and imprisoned people, they are astonishingly understudied. This is due 
in large part to the fact that there has been no central depository in which Penal 
Press papers are archived. Instead, prisoner-edited newspapers and magazines are 
dispersed across the U. S. in state libraries, state historical societies, and university 
libraries. A researcher interested in the Penal Press as a whole across its hundreds 
of publications must travel state-by-state to assemble a nationwide understanding 
of these papers and their circulation. For me, this required multiple cross-country 
road trips in the hope of piecing together shards of a widely disseminated archive. 
Despite its incredible reach across the continent, historians of imprisonment have 
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had no choice but to limit their studies to individual prison papers rather than the 
broader Penal Press itself. Only two book-length works about the Penal Press have 
been published, Russell N. Baird’s The Penal Press and James McGrath Morris’s Jail-
house Journalism, the more recent of which was published nearly twenty years ago.8

In an effort to address this wide dispersal of prison journalism, Reveal Dig-
ital has recently created a project to digitize extant prison newspapers and make 
them available on a central online platform hosted by JSTOR.9 This project holds 
the promise of facilitating deeper research into the Penal Press as a whole rather 

FIGURE 5. Marginalia in the Reflector (Indiana State Reformatory), January 5, 1951, 8, Indiana State Li-
brary, Indianapolis, IN

FIGURE 6. Lee Holman, “As I See It,” Refor-
matory Pillar (Minnesota State Reforma-
tory), August 2, 1950, 7, Minnesota His-
torical Society, St. Paul, MN
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than examining it through atomized case studies. Researchers should no longer 
need to spend rare and precious research funds on state-by-state travel, as I have 
had to do to assemble the parts of this archive that I’ve collected. As is the case 
in the establishment of any repository, I do regret what documents may fall out 
of Reveal Digital’s planned 250,000 pages of content. It would be a tremendous 
loss if scholars do not consult certain papers because they cannot be included in 
the collection for whatever practical reasons. Nonetheless, by collecting the papers 
of the Penal Press, which are currently scattered in archives across the continent, 
it will be more conceivable for thoughtful and engaged researchers to access an 
archive through which they can view the wishes, demands, and critical output of 
imprisoned men and women.

We learn quite a bit about the material journeys of the Penal Press through its 
current status in the archive. In my travels to state libraries and historical societies 
to collect Penal Press papers, I found that many libraries possess copies of prison 
newspapers that were mailed to the library directly by newspaper editors at the 
time of the paper’s original publication, indicating that prison journalists had the 
foresight to preserve the content they published for future readers. In some cases 
the copies held in state libraries are missing columns or images that have been 
clipped out, possibly to become artwork on cell walls or to begin a secondary 
circulation free from the remainder of the periodical. Many copies of the Presidio 
(Iowa State Prison), for instance, preserved and bound at the Iowa State Library, 
are missing their covers, presumably because prisoners used the illustrated covers 
as artwork to decorate their cells.

In addition to missing covers or cut out columns, some archived issues of 
Penal Press papers are decorated with marginalia written by their original readers 
(see Figure 5). The microfilmed copies of the Reformatory Pillar (Minnesota State 
Reformatory) held at the Minnesota Historical Society, for instance, are marked 
with margin notes from a particularly opinionated reader. In one instance, these 
markings appear around the opinion column “As I See It” by Lee Holman, which 
featured a printed sketch of an eye to accompany the article. The anonymous read-
er, who no doubt disagreed with the column’s author and likely knew him either 
personally or by reputation, wrote in capital letters: “A BIG MOUTH WOULD 
FIT HIM BETTER!” (see Figure 6).10 Because reading materials were often shared 
between imprisoned readers, however, written comments in books and periodi-

FIGURE 7. Header image for William 
Sadler’s column “Old Wooden Ear” during 
his editorship of the Angolite in the 1950s, 
State Library of Louisiana, Baton Rouge, 
LA
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cals were not always welcome. In an article titled “Stop the Vandalism,” a writer 
for Kingston Penitentiary’s Telescope in Ontario, Canada, complained about his 
prison’s “literary censor,” who damaged prison library materials by “scribbl[ing] 
away to his heart’s content, having little regard that he is defacing the book.”11 He 
also criticized those who “clip from magazines any pictures with which [they] may 
wish to adorn [their] cell walls,” rendering the texts “practically useless to any se-
rious reader.”12 Admonishments such as these were by no means rare in the pages 
of prison periodicals, and writers for these publications took it upon themselves 
to instruct their readers in the proper decorum of prison readership.

A great deal of humor and formal experimentation made its way into the 
Penal Press as well. Although produced, distributed, and read under quite dif-
ferent circumstances than the shipboard newspapers of Arctic expedition vessels 
described by Hester Blum, the Penal Press circuit was an effort by imprisoned jour-
nalists to create an “appropriate textual response . . . to the nonnormative time and 
nonnormative forms of community and everyday life in which they found them-
selves.”13 For example, the “mock classified ads or comical real estate sections” in 
nineteenth-century ship newspapers examined by Blum have their corollary in the 
bogus news printed in prison publications.14 One prominent example is the 1954 
April Fool’s issue of the Angolite (Louisiana State Penitentiary), which featured far-
fetched headlines such as “Beer Goes on Sale Here Tomorrow,” “Bowling Alleys to 
Be Built,” and “Angola Doomed by Soil Experts.” The last of these columns, com-
menting on the penitentiary’s operation as a twentieth-century plantation farmed 
by imprisoned labor, made the outlandish claim that the land on which the pris-
on was built was now barren, signaling the end of prisoners’ fieldwork. “Angola 
must be abandoned as a farm!” the column declared. “That startling news was 
announced last week by the Chief of Soil Conservation of Louisiana.”15 In the 
following issue of the paper, the Angolite had to clarify for angry readers that its 
headline “Governor Acts to Free 614,” which was advertised to appear on the 
nonexistent page fifteen of the April 1 issue, was in fact a ruse.16

The Penal Press owed at least some of its popularity to the cult of personality 
that sprung up around its editors, some of whom were well known throughout the 
entire circuit. The Angolite’s April Fool’s author William “Old Wooden Ear” Sadler 
was among the most regarded (see Figure 7). Sadler was an immensely prolific 
journalist, editing two different newspapers (the Angola Argus and the Angolite) 
at the Louisiana State Penitentiary and cofounding a third (This Is It) at the Ten-
nessee State Prison across three different prison sentences at the two prisons. He 
also worked on a series of exposés titled “Hell on Angola” for the New Orleans 
city newspaper the Item. As evidence of his notoriety within the Penal Press, af-
ter Sadler was released from his first sentence in 1942, Folsom Prison’s Observer 
described him as the “nationally famous . . . founder and militant editor” of the 
Angola Argus.17

Another well known Penal Press editor was Tom Runyon of Iowa State Pris-
on’s Presidio (see Figure 8). Runyon authored the popular column “Leaves from a 
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Lifer’s Notebook,” which was reprinted in countless other papers throughout the 
Penal Press. He described his experience as an editor in his autobiography In for 
Life: A Convict’s Story, writing “Now I was working for convicts, not for the hated 
State; now I had a chance to give a few outsiders the truth about prisons, explain-
ing some of the troubles and injustices that beset them.”18 Sadler, Runyon, and 
other editors were known to each other and would regularly use their papers to 
correspond with one another. Louis B. Weekley, editor of Inside World at Mississip-
pi State Penitentiary (also known as Parchman Farm), wrote to Sadler during his 
tenure at This Is It to express his regard for the editor ever since his earlier writ-
ing in the Angola Argus. Weekley even claimed to have expressed his admiration 
for Runyon and Sadler by naming his two pet turtles after his fellow Penal Press 
editors. “Two small turtles swim in a bowl on my desk,” wrote Weekley. “Having 
added appropriate stripes to their shells, I have named them Sadler and Runyon. 
Whether they are pleased about this or not I cannot say.”19

This light-hearted (and possibly fictionalized) letter from Weekley to Sadler 
was published in a portion of Penal Press publications called the exchange page. 
These exchange pages were one of the most common features of papers in the cir-
cuit. Editors would use the exchange page to comment on the editorials, artwork, 
and composition of other papers with which they traded. For example, a letter 
from Rudy Cruz in the Outlook (Federal Correctional Institution in El Reno, Okla-
homa) to the Barometer (Federal Correctional Institution in Ashland, Kentucky) is 
representative of how exchanges commonly read:

FIGURE 8. From the back cover of Tom Runyon’s In for Life: A 
Convict’s Story (New York: W. W. Norton, 1953)
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Congratulations to new editor, Donald C. Cheshier. Attractive, colorful 
cover. Cusin Abner’s letter to Jake, a master’s piece [sic], and just plain 
great. “I Never Drink” by Drunk Mr. Anonymouse, good for a thousand 
laughs. May reprint it in our next issue. . . .20

As was characteristic of exchange pages, Cruz complimented Cheshier on his pa-
per’s cover art and articles and expressed consideration of reprinting material from 
the Barometer, which was typically acceptable among Penal Press newspapers as 
long as reprints were properly attributed to their originator. In this same exchange 
page, Cruz wrote similar notes to editors of papers from U. S. and Canadian pris-
ons as distant as the Clock (Idaho State Penitentiary), the Spokesman (Georgia State 
Prison), the Pathfinder (Saskatchewan Penitentiary), and the Beacon (Dorchester 
Prison, New Brunswick).

Not having an exchange page—or not mentioning an exchange partner’s 
newspaper—could be causes for reproach in the culture of prison journalism. Writ-
ing from the Iowa Women’s Reformatory, the Lanedale Newsy News inquired about 
the whereabouts of its peer publications, asking, “What happened to the follow-
ing magazines? We have not heard from you,” followed by a list of nearly fifty 
Penal Press papers that they had not recently received. The Hawkeye, published 
at Iowa’s men’s reformatory, appeared on this list and received special concern 
from the authors of the Newsy News. Typed next to the publication’s name was 
an all-capitalized admonishment in parenthesis that the Hawkeye was from “OUR 
OWN STATE OF IOWA AND WE STAND UNRECOGNIZED.”21 Given the pre-
carity of prisoners’ access to necessary resources, funding and labor constraints 
sometimes unexpectedly halted production or prohibited papers from participat-
ing in exchanges, such as when Tennessee State Prison’s Inside Story announced 
that it was temporarily “forced to crop [its] out-of-state mailing list to permit more 
copies for Tennessee distribution.”22

Although commonly celebratory of other papers in the Penal Press, the ex-
change page was also the place where editors would criticize each other’s work, 
either seriously or in jest. In a December 1939 issue, journalists for the Hawkeye 
(Iowa State Reformatory) sent a soft criticism to the authors of the Periscope (Unit-
ed States Penitentiary in Lewisburg, Pennsylvania), writing, “Your mag is okay, 
but for one thing, it is shy of a longer sports section. Come on you sports bugs, 
let’s get to writing” (see Figure 9).23 Exchange pages could even be imagined as a 
romance between exchange partners. The Reflector, published at Minnesota State 
Reformatory for Women, adorned a two-page spread of exchange messages with 
images of a man and woman, each encircled in a heart and connected by a tele-
phone cord (see Figure 10).

Penal Press editors occasionally exchanged their products with periodicals 
published at state hospitals, girls’ and boys’ training or industrial schools, and 
even high school newspapers. The exchange page of Nebraska’s Monocle, for ex-
ample, recognized Omaha Westside High School’s student newspaper, the Lance. 
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FIGURE 9. Exchange page in the Hawkeye (Iowa State Reformatory), December 1939, 10, 
University of Iowa Library, Iowa City, IA
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In March 1962 the Monocle’s exchange editor wrote to the high school journalists, 
“A member of our staff has a few copies of your paper, and we would like to 
see more of it in the future. We really enjoyed the pictures and comments on the 
‘Westside Twisters.’”24 Exchange pages were international, as well, and the North 
American Penal Press exchanged with prison papers globally such as Superación 
(Prisión Nacional, Cuba); Senda (Penitenciario de Montevideo, Uruguay); Tharunka 
(Geelong Training Prison, Australia); and Stockade (Pentridge Prison, Australia). In 
addition to being multinational, the Penal Press was in some cases multilingual. 
For example, Pen-O-Rama, published at Québec’s St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary, 
printed each of its articles in both English and French. Some papers in the United 
States, such as the San Quentin News (San Quentin State Prison, California) and 
the Cactus Blossom (Arizona State Prison), included Spanish-language columns and 
reprints of English-language columns in Spanish.

The trading of print matter in and between prisons was central to the for-
mation of imprisoned journalists’ identities as a collective group. Benedict Ander-
son famously deemed the newspaper essential in solidifying national identities 
and standardizing temporality under capitalism. He notes that various newspaper 
reports share a “linkage between them [that] is imagined” because news items 
share only a “calendrical coincidence.”25 Importantly for Anderson, newspapers 
also share readers whose collective participation in consuming news gives mean-
ing to current events and to readers themselves. For amateur periodicals in partic-
ular, peer-to-peer exchange played a key role in uniting authors across geographic 
boundaries. In a study of teenagers’ amateur newspapers in the nineteenth century, 
Lara Langer Cohen writes, “Amateurs wrote for other amateurs [and] primarily 
distributed their papers through exchange arrangements in which editors regularly 
traded papers.”26 In the context of the prison, newspapers have existed alongside 
other genres of writing to bring imprisoned people closer to others. Examining 
epistolary exchange between imprisoned people and their loved ones, for instance, 
Sharon Luk has shown that letter-sending fosters “forms of connection” that “cre-
ate alternative conditions that both ground and animate endeavors to reinvent 
people’s own means of living.”27

Largely dependent on the financial circumstances, available machinery, and 
administrative oversight, prison journalism of the era used a number of different 

FIGURE 10. Header image for Alice C., “Exchanges,” Reflector (Minnesota State Reformatory for Women), 
January 1941, 22–23. Minnesota Historical Society, St. Paul, MN.
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printing techniques. Some prisons had their own print shops in which imprisoned 
workers were trained to print official state documents. Others used professional 
services outside the prison, such as the Northlander (State House of Correction and 
Branch Prison, Michigan), which encouraged others in the amateur press to use 
their Chicago copying service, the A. B. Dick Company: “Base your duplication 
foundation on a pioneer of over fifty years.”28 Although Penal Press papers used 
a variety of reproduction techniques, by far the most common of these was the 
mimeograph due to its relative affordability and ease of use. Mimeographs al-
lowed prisons without access to print shops to publish their own content without 
relying on outside services. The mimeograph was an especially common publica-
tion technique for Penal Press papers from women’s institutions because women’s 
reformatories lacked the print shops that were sometimes housed in men’s pris-
ons. The production of complex and colorful cover art was central to many Penal 
Press publications, and some papers used silk-screening techniques to make such 
cover art. Some Penal Press publications with relatively limited circulations even 
hand-colored their covers with paint or crayon (see Figure 11).

FIGURE 11. Hand-colored cover of the Reflector (Minnesota 
State Reformatory for Women), Spring 1959, Minnesota His-
torical Society, St. Paul, MN.
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Although the Penal Press was a broad enterprise in its own right, reaching 
nearly every prison and reformatory in the United States and Canada at the state, 
provincial, and federal levels, these prisoner-edited papers were distributed as part 
of an even larger circulation of print matter in prisons. This distribution of periodi-
cals created discerning reading publics among an increasingly literate prison popu-
lation. Among his first acts as warden at San Quentin, Clinton T. Duffy recounted, 
“I eliminated a long-standing ban against local newspaper subscriptions—at one 
time censors were even snipping crime items from out-of-state papers—because I 
knew very well that the inmates got all the news via the grapevine anyway, as fast 
as it rolled off the presses in San Francisco.”29 Penal Press publications circulated 
alongside these outside periodicals, and prison newspapers could even be used to 
facilitate the trade of reading materials between imprisoned readers. In the Pris-
on Mirror (Minnesota State Prison) prisoners regularly submitted announcements 
to the paper to request a magazine or newspaper swap with another prisoner. A 
typical announcement in the Prison Mirror could advertise available and desired 
publications by writing, “[Prisoner] B115 will exchange Screen Book, McCall[’]s, 
Hollywood, and Pictorial Review (all four), for Liberty, Collier’s[,] Rocky Mountain 
News, Fargo Forum, and Afro-American.”30 Another reader announced that he was 
selling issues of newspapers published in Minnesota towns, including the Marshall 
News-Messenger, the Bird Island Union, and the Olivia Times.31

Prisoner-authored journalism was neither inherently resistant to prison ad-
ministrations, nor was it entirely incorporated into administrative structures. 

FIGURE 12. Staff photograph in the Diamond (Collin’s Bay Penitentiary, Ontario), December 1953, 25, 
W. D. Jordan Rare Books and Special Collections, Douglas Library, Queen’s University, Kingston, ON
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Nonetheless, it should be noted that prison administrations often promoted pris-
on journalism as a step toward ameliorating prison conditions while ignoring 
more urgent demands for change. Moreover, while Penal Press journalists would 
sometimes brag that they had license to publish whatever material they desired, 
it must be stated that newspaper editors were selected by prison administrations 
that expected to see flattering portrayals of their benevolence. As Katy Ryan and 
Yvonne Hammond have observed in their research on West Virginia State Peni-
tentiary’s Work and Hope, “Prison publications can operate as a controlled fuse, a 
way for state administrations to project an image of transparency and progressive 
reform while the carceral system steadily expands.”32 By avoiding interpretations 
of prison journalism as exclusively resistant or cooperative in its relation to prison 
administrations, however, we can understand the influence of Penal Press papers 
as developing from the transactions they facilitated between imprisoned people 
who were otherwise separated from one another. Focusing on the circulation of 
the Penal Press shows that the public distribution of prisoners’ writings created 
social bonds between faraway readers and provided a public forum for prisoners’ 
critical assessments about their incarceration.

Despite all of its promises as an archive, however, it must be noted that the 
Penal Press is rife with objectionable reporting and racist imagery. Prison newspa-
pers published illustrations of cartoon minstrels, and minstrelsy dialect was used 
in the humor pages of numerous Penal Press periodicals. In 1946 Lee Sweeney, 
editor of Iowa State Prison’s Presidio, directed and acted in the prison’s variety 
show, featuring a blackface performance titled Plantation Minstrels.33 Black min-
strel characters were recurrently drawn by illustrators at Wisconsin State Prison’s 
G. E. C. News and Candle papers, including a 1936 drawing in which a suited 
minstrel character declares his innocence to a judge in a courtroom.34 Following 
the bombing of Pearl Harbor, a January 1942 cover of San Quentin’s newspaper 
featured a racist caricature of a Japanese soldier with the New Year’s infant tearing 
his uniform with a sickle.35 Based on the publications I have reviewed, I believe 
every Penal Press editor was white before the 1960s except for Asian American 
editors such as Pat Yim at O‘ahu Prison’s monthly Pa‘ahao Press. Editorial staffs 
were largely white, as well, despite claiming to represent the interests of racially 
segregated prison populations.

The Penal Press was a project that made persuasive demands for collectivity 
across carceral spaces while simultaneously undercutting much of its visionary 
potential by sowing division and hostility through white supremacist rhetoric. 
Although excavating the Penal Press archive more thoroughly allows scholars to 
foreground imprisoned journalists’ voices in historical narratives of imprisonment, 
these inclusions should be made cautiously because white Penal Press authors 
were not representative of their institutions. The exclusion of Black prisoners from 
editors’ desks is notable because the American prison has been constituted through 
regimes of anti-Black surveillance, policing, and capture.36 In light of this systemic 
racism, Penal Press papers were a source for hateful and incendiary rhetoric aimed 
at the most marginal communities within an already marginalized prison popu-
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lation. Indeed, Mimi Thi Nguyen warns us to be cautious about how the “minor 
objects” of print culture are collected and remembered, since even those authors 
and readers historically excluded from the archive may themselves have played 
an active role in excluding other critical voices, particularly those of women and 
people of color.37 The subjectivities of Penal Press journalists shaped the concerns 
and demands presented in prison papers, and the exclusionary selection of authors 
by prison administrations allowed white supremacy and anti-Blackness to charac-
terize midcentury prison journalism.

By the end of the 1960s, the government-funded and subscription-based Penal 
Press had largely eroded from its previous scale due to tightening censorship re-
strictions. It would be supplanted by radical and underground publications, which 
are sometimes described as part of the “penal press” by researchers but which 
lacked the funding, circulation, and administrative approval characteristic of the 
midcentury franchise.38 Many prison publications ceased publication in the 1960s, 
and those that survived no longer circulated between institutions for comment and 
republication. Undoubtedly, extensively publicized prison uprisings in protest of 
racism and corporal violence, such as those at New York’s Attica Prison in 1971, 
put the last nail in the coffin of the state-sanctioned Penal Press. Despite the pass-
ing of the Penal Press in this form, however, a small fraction of these papers still 
endure today. Minnesota’s Prison Mirror has existed continuously since 1887, the 
Angolite continues to be published at the Louisiana State Penitentiary, and the San 
Quentin News was resurrected in 2008 after decades of absence. The midcentury 
Penal Press, however, characterized most prominently by its government sanction 
and its exchange between prisons, had ceased. What was lost in the circuit’s pass-
ing was a forum for interactivity that linked remote institutions through a network 
of reciprocal exchange.
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